Travel

HUNDREDS OF HOTEL STAYS GOING FREE
Here’s a birthday you might want to celebrate — to mark its 25th anniversary, Jurys Inn is giving away 300 overnight stays. The catch? You’ll have to put it in the diary the giveaways will take place on the 25th of each month, starting from April. (Details are a little sketchy so far, so stay tuned to its social media channels for the lowdown.
@ juyrsinns.com

EXTREME LUXE COMES TO MEXICO
Aman fans rejoice — there’s a new five-star hotel coming to town, specifically to the Baja Peninsula and its eastern cape. AmanVilla will have mountains on one side, dunes and a beach on the other. Hold your breath on the booking front, though, as it’s not scheduled to open until 2020.
@ amanvari.com

Governments are clamping down on air pollution in the city of Athens. As a result, the country’s capital is now a popular destination for expats and tourists alike. In fact, so many people now visit the city that it’s almost impossible to find a quiet spot to relax. However, there are still some areas where you can escape the hustle and bustle of everyday life.
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